POWER
the extremists, but a motion for its adoption was put
and carried.
But now, a Dantonist—Osselin—arose and moved
that the part dealing with the signatories be recon-
sidered, and they be tried together with their leaders.
The galleries broke into applause; the Convention sat
awed. All realized that if Osselin's motion carried, the
seventy-five had only a few more weeks to live. Robes-
pierre arose and walked to the tribune.
Historians who follow the Thermidorian tradition
speak of his sinister aspect, of the panther-like manner
in which he looked at his victims through his green-
tinted spectacles. We do not know how he looked at
men he wished to save, but it is not difficult to imagine
the tension with which the imperilled Girondins looked
at him. Life and death were in his hand. He had but to
side with Osselin and all would be over.
"Citizens," he said, "take notice that among those
who served the cause of treasonable ambition are many
who have been misled. . . ."
A murmur from the extremists on the floor and in
the gallery. He looked up at the gallery, always so
loyal to him, and went on:
"I speak in the presence of the people, and I tell you
this: only those who have the courage to tell you the
truth when their private interest commands them to do
otherwise are worthy to be your leaders. I maintain that
it is beneath the dignity of the Convention to occupy
itself with any except the leaders already under arrest.
If others are subsequently proved guilty, you are there
and can demand that justice be done. I repeat: among
those whose arrest is demanded are many men of good
faith, many who, I know, affixed their signatures under
misapprehension. . . ."
The Girondins were saved. Letters written by them

